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Driving the Future
OF GRANTMAKING

PEAK Grantmaking is
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Visit us online at drivingthefuture.peakgrantmaking.org to read 
more about our 2017-2019 plan and learn what members have 
to say about driving the future of grantmaking.

Come on the journey with us!

http://www.drivingthefuture.peakgrantmaking.org
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Driving the Future
we’re

of grantmaking

PEAK Grantmaking has mapped out key milestones for 2017-2019 toward our ultimate destination—
ensuring philanthropy has grantmaking practices in place that maximize its impact on the people 
and causes served.  This is our way of achieving the vision of an equitable world, in which people have 
the resources and opportunities to thrive.

Over the next three years, we will: 

Bring more consistency to the field in how grants get made, connecting grantmakers’ values to 
their practices, prioritizing impact and outcomes over administration, and reducing costs for both 
grantmakers and grantseekers.

Ensure that grantmaking practices, and the people who manage them, are recognized for what 
and who they are—integral components of and contributors to a grantmakers’ success.

Deepen the expertise of grants management professionals so you can lead your organizations in 
the adoption and implementation of effective practices. 

We’re powering knowledge, advancing collaboration, and strengthening practice to realize 
philanthropy’s full potential to fuel change for good.  We look forward to your continued participation 
in our vibrant community of grantmaking practice that advances shared leadership and learning 
across the sector as we continue our journey.
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Milepost 1: Ideal Practices
What is at Our Destination?

Grantmakers adopt values-based practices in service of a more effective philanthropic sector capable of 
stronger impact on behalf of the public good.  Indicators that we’re reaching our destination include:

1,000 grantmakers (at least) engaged in conversations and training focused on improving practices 
between 2017-19.

25 grantmakers make a Commitment to Action and create plans for improving their practices by 
the end of 2019. 

Why Are We Going Here?

PEAK Grantmaking has spent the last twenty years tackling some of the enduring barriers to improving 
grantmaking practices. Despite all our efforts to date, the pace of practice improvements is slow. We have 
succeeded in developing high awareness among grantmakers of the need for improved practices, but 
grantseekers report that the time spent meeting grantmaker requirements has actually increased. Far too 
many grantmakers believe that assessing and changing how grants are made isn’t a priority at this time, even 
though the great majority of staff and leaders from grantmakers of all sizes believe that grantmaking process 
and structure affect the ultimate success of that grant. We can, and should, do better.

In order to powerfully and effectively support missions in our sector, philanthropy must ensure our own practices 
and processes are equitable and just.  We can:

Increase philanthropy’s impact on the people and causes it serves. The ultimate beneficiaries of our work 
are the people and causes served by grantseekers. Decreasing the time (and therefore cost) of grantmaking 
for grantseekers by streamlining practices and bringing more consistency to how grants get made across 
different funders will allow nonprofits to direct more resources to achieving impact.  

Focusing grantmakers’ work on learning and impact over administration leads to better decision making 
and outcomes as funders are able to spend more time understanding funding availability and gaps, the 
organizations and efforts they support, and the demographics and impact of those served.

What Will Happen Along the Way?

Join us in:

Discussions of how grantmaker values are (or should be) expressed in practices.

Learning about compelling, evidence-based cases for ideal practices and leading your organization to 
adopt them.

Encouraging your organization’s leadership to employ the values-based principles and associated practices 
and to share the organization’s plans for doing so.
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Milepost 2:  Field Leadership
What is at Our Destination?

Practices, programs, and relationships are equal strategic drivers of grantmaker success. Indicators 
that we’re reaching our destination include:

A 50 percent increase in the Strategic Grantmaking Index from 2014 to 2019.  The Index is an 
aggregate measure of the field’s attitudes and perceptions towards grantmaking practices, the 
people who manage them, and PEAK Grantmaking, the organization that brings us all together.   

Why Are We Going Here?

Ideal practices won’t be adopted by grantmakers if decision makers don’t see them as a strategic priority.  We 
believe that when practices are viewed and valued as integral to strategy, better grantmaking happens. 

More efficient practices shift resources from administrative to mission-related activities for everyone. 

Transforming data into information and knowledge leads to better decision making and outcomes. 
Funders can access more information about funding availability and gaps, organizations and the efforts 
they support, and the demographics and impact of those served. 

Strong and sound controls increase the public’s confidence in the effectiveness of private sector philanthropy, 

Meaningful collaboration across grantmaker departments leads to better use of talent and expertise, 
contributing to greater organizational success.

Achieving field leadership will also shift the landscape of philanthropy so that the people who do this work—
our  members—take on even greater relevance in their organizations, with added reputation and responsibility.   

What Will Happen Along the Way?

PEAK Grantmaking will significantly expand its advocacy for the connection between how grants get made 
and successful grant outcomes by:

Attaining a higher level of visibility and stronger reputation among grantmaker executives. Look for PEAK 
Grantmaking is the places and spaces where executives gather.  

Becoming a trusted thought leader that partners, foundations, and executive-level decision makers rely 
on for information and opinions related to grantmaking practices. Listen for a much louder voice coming 
from PEAK Grantmaking, its members, and its leaders on practice-related issues impacting philanthropy. 

Recruiting practice champions with existing broad and deep networks to amplify practice discussions  
in the field.  Watch for familiar faces to add practices to their call for philanthropy improvement.
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Milepost 3: Expertise
What is at Our Destination?

PEAK Grantmaking develops experts and leaders in effective grantmaking so they can lead their 
organizations in the adoption and implementation of effective practices. Indicators that we’re reaching 
our destination include:

Expanding the number of grantmakers served by our education programs and web platforms by 
10 percent annually so that more people are building more expertise in the profession.

Equipping grantmakers to transform learning into action with a target of 75 percent of learners 
reporting that they have applied what they learned to improve practices in their organizations. 

Why Are We Going Here?

21st century philanthropy requires a clearer understanding of how data, systems, and strategies can work 
across functions to advance philanthropic goals. The success of the sector depends on the expertise of those 
who can pivot easily between a bird’s-eye view of philanthropy and the precision and practicality needed to 
manage detailed operations. To help grantseekers best achieve their missions, grants managers need to be 
experts in their work.  They need to connect the dots across knowledge, relationships, and systems to improve 
grantmaking decisions and design. They need to understand and be able to effectively advocate for ideal 
practices in their organizations. PEAK Grantmaking is the only place to get that expertise.  

The next phase of PEAK Grantmaking’s education work focuses on creating adaptive learners who not only 
deepen what they know but who also share that knowledge with others to achieve a greater goal—more 
effective grantmaking.  

What Will Happen Along the Way?

PEAK Grantmaking knows how our members want to learn and where they want to learn, and we have created 
programming that is based in adult learning theory, observation, and member feedback. This includes testing 
for knowledge retention and the application of key practices, and stimulating a sense of confidence and 
competency in participating at a strategic level in the profession. 
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Milepost 3: Expertise

Continuing to deliver extremely high-quality and relevant educational programming through the annual 
conference, workshops, webinars, regional chapters, and online courses, focusing on helping you apply 
what you learned to improve practices.

Refining our education content so that it is designed specifically for the level of type of learning you need. 
We will be working quickly to fill any gaps in our content so that you can find everything you need to know 
to do your job. 

Building participation in Connect, our online community, where you can find answers to your most pressing 
questions, get advice from experienced professionals, and share your own knowledge and expertise.

Expanding our Knowledge Base offering hundreds of articles, reports, sample documents, and webinar 
recordings. 

Recognizing your existing and developing expertise through accolades. (e.g., digital badges, certificates of 
completion and participation).

Connecting seasoned grants managers and influencers to early- to mid-career professionals through a 
coaching program designed to build the leadership skills of those with knowledge to share.

We will do this by:
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The work of grants management professionals has become 
increasingly important as philanthropy strives to meet the 
challenges and opportunities associated with the field’s rapid 
growth. Getting the “how ” of philanthropy right is essential as 
grantmaking organizations seek to maximize their impact and 
build trust with grantees, the public, policymakers, and other 
audiences.

PEAK Grantmaking is the only professional organization 
serving the people who do this work in philanthropy. With a 
growing base of members and a plan to strengthen, expand, 
and sustain our operations and programs, PEAK Grantmaking 
is positioned to lead the grants management profession—and 
the field of philanthropy—to a more successful future. And, we 
have specific, concrete, and measurable indicators that will 
prove that grantmaker openness and sharing lead to better 
grant outcomes. 

To the extent that PEAK Grantmaking is successful, it will mean 
more resources for the causes philanthropy supports and great 
results for people and communities.

The Trip in Brief

drivingthefuture.peakgrantmaking.org

http://www.drivingthefuture.peakgrantmaking.org
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